From The Deep

Something has awoken. Roused from its
slumber following an Antarctic ice quake,
an immense beast has risen from the
depths. Dwarfing even the mighty blue
whale, the gargantuan wonder of evolution
takes charge of the oceans, setting a
catastrophic chain of events in motion.
Henry Rainwater is a rookie crab fisherman
trying to shake the family namesake and
make his own way in life. After surviving
an encounter with the beast which sees his
father and the rest of the crew of their
family boat killed, Rainwater becomes a
recluse, deathly afraid of the creature
which lurks in the ocean. The only man
that believes Rainwater is Andrews, an
ambitious scientist charged by the
government to investigate the existence of
the creature. Rainwater soon finds out that
Andrews has different motivations for
locating the beast. Driven to find his
redemption and clear his name, Henry must
overcome his terror and set out to sea in
order to track down and kill the creature, in
the hope of finding it before Andrews and
his unhinged superior, Russo can put their
own plan into action, one which could have
terrible repercussions for the entire human
race

- 2 min - Uploaded by ScreamFactoryTVA race of scientifically created half-human, half-salmon monstrosities lay
siege to a Pacific Play the final chapter of the fantastic pirate trilogy! Davy Jones and his undead crew appear once
again to kidnap the museum custodian Sarah Black and force - 5 min - Uploaded by EnigmaVEVOMusic video by
Enigma performing Out From The Deep. (C) 1994 Baloo Music S.A., under Yongary, Monster from the Deep (Hangul:
??? ??? Hanja: ??? ??? Taekoesu Yongary lit. Great Monster Yongary) is a 1967 science fiction kaijuFury from the Deep
is the completely missing sixth serial of the fifth season in the British science fiction television series Doctor Who,
which originally aired in sixCries from the Deep is a 1982 documentary directed by Jacques Gagne about Jacques
Cousteaus exploration of the Grand Banks of Newfoundland. Filmed inHumanoids from the Deep is a 1980 American
science fiction monster movie starring Doug McClure, Ann Turkel and Vic Morrow. Roger Corman served as theA
Noise from the Deep is a 1913 American short silent comedy film starring Mabel Normand and Roscoe Fatty Arbuckle.
The film was directed and producedHorror Photos. Linda Shayne and Greg Travis in Humanoids from the Deep (1980)
Meegan King in Humanoids from the Deep (1980) Doug McClure and Ann Turkel inEscape from the Deep has 1538
ratings and 172 reviews. Veeral said: My fascination with sea stories started when I read Walter Lords A Night to
RemembDown Deep Inside is the theme song from the 1977 film The Deep. The films score was written by British
composer John Barry and the lyrics to the main themeBells from the Deep: Faith and Superstition in Russia, is a 1993
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documentary film written and directed by Werner Herzog, produced by Werner HerzogAdventure Dinosaur from the
Deep Poster . theres no question that DINOSAUR FROM THE DEEP is at the very bottom of the barrel when it comes
to theseOut from the Deep is a 1994 song created by the German electronic band Enigma. This single is the fourth and
last single released from the bands secondAction Humanoids from the Deep (TV Movie 1996) on IMDb 4/10. Want to .
Also Known As: Roger Corman Presents Humanoids from the Deep See more
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